Intern - Digital Verification Engineer

At a glance

Job description

Location:

El Segundo, CA

Job ID:

308921

You are a highly motivated engineering student that would like to learn what it takes to
practice integrated design, development, and testing of mixed-signal devices in a large,
global company. You are enrolled in basic electronic design and computer
programming courses and ready to expand your experience in structured firmware and
software programming for ARM systems. In this assignment, you will support design
and verification of complex uC-based integrated circuits (ICs) with the opportunity to
explore many other disciplines it takes to design and produce the "Best in World"
products!

Start date:

immediately

Entry level: 0-1 year
Type:

Part time

Contract:

Temporary

Apply to this position online by following the
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search:

**Interns are eligible for medical benefits only**
In your new role you will:
Support design and verification of complex uC-based integrated circuits (ICs)
Develop verification tests using UVM methodologies and firmware/hardware cosimulation techniques
Debug, test and verify firmware application code
Debug, report, and work closely with IC design industry experts to resolve issues
Have the opportunity to explore many other disciplines it takes to design and
produce the "Best in World" products
***Interns are eligible for medical benefits onl y***

Profile
You are a self-starter, eager to grow and develop your skills in a large, global
multinational environment. You are motivated, fast-learning and excited about putting
into practice your practical knowledge and University curriculum for this student
assignment.
You are best equipped for this task if you have:
Are an engineering student enrolled in a University program
Basic electronic design courses
Computer programming courses
Experience with Unix/Linux shell commands and editors ( Eclipse for C
development)
Experience with standard verification languages ( Verilog, SystemVerilog, UVM )
and regression test development
Experience in structured firmware and software programming for ARM systems: C

Job ID:

308921

www.infineon.com/jobs

Experience in structured firmware and software programming for ARM systems: C
/C++, Object Oriented programming (OOP) and Real Time Operating Systems
Experience with lab test equipment including uC debuggers (especially ARMoriented platforms)
Are a self-starter and highly motivated in learning integrated design,
development, and testing of mixed-signal devices
Infineon Power & Sensor Systems (PSS ) semiconductors play a vital role in enabling
intelligent power management, smart sensitivity as well as fast and reliable data
processing in an increasingly digitalized world.
Our leading-edge power devices make chargers, adapters, power tools and lighting
systems smarter, smaller, lighter and more energy-efficient. Our trusted sensors
increase the context sensitivity of “things” and systems such as HMI, and our RF chips
power fast and reliable data communication.
– We drive leading-edge power management, sensing and data transfer capabilities –
Click here for more information about working at PSS with interesting employee and
management insights and an overview with more #PSSDreamJobs.

